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i have a sandisk cruzer blade 4gb, and i tried to install
driver for it. but there was no driver for it. so i tried to
find for driver for it. i downloaded the sandisk cruzer

blade 4gb driver, and when i try to install the driver for
it, there was no driver for it. so i try to find a driver for
it. i go to device manager, and i can't find the sandisk

cruzer blade 4gb, and i can't find the driver for it. i
search for sandisk cruzer blade 4gb driver, and there
is no driver for it. i searched for sandisk cruzer blade
4gb, and there is no driver for it. i tried to search for

sandisk cruzer blade 4gb driver, and there is no driver
for it. i try to find a driver for it, but i can't find a driver

for it. hello, i've recently bought a sandisk cruzer
drive. i formatted it to ntfs, and used it for two days
with no problem, then it started to freeze up. i was

able to install some programs, but i could not use any
removable device, like an ipod, hard drive, usb drive,

etc.. then the thing started to freeze again, i
unplugged it and plugged it back in, but i could not
access it, the drive was not recognized, i could not

load any programs because the drive was not
recognized. then, i formatted it to fat32, but it still
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doesn't work. i've tried everything i can think of, the
usb connector is not broken because i have another
sandisk cruzer that i use and it works fine, and i've
also tested it on my sister's computer and it works
fine. i don't understand what's wrong with it, i even
downloaded the sandisk driver for windows xp and

vista, but nothing works. i'm using windows 7
enterprise x64, and i have tried to connect it in two

different usb ports, and i've also tried to connect it in
the other two usb ports, nothing works. thanks for any
help you can give me. i really need to use this drive.
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